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We show that operators capable of converting certain spherical hydrogen atom eigenfunctions into
others by raising the angular momentum quantum number, can be constructed from components of
the quantum mechanical Lenz vector operator. The derivation is performed using formalism no more
sophisticated than that used to derive the properties of the angular momentum ladder operators in
undergraduate quantum mechanics courses. The properties of these Lenz vector operators illustrate
the accidental degeneracy of the hydrogen atom because they change the quantum number, without
affectingn. © 2004 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that the Kepler/Coulomb potentials e
dow planetary orbits and hydrogen atoms with special pr
erties which are not present in systems subject to other
tral potentials. For example, a pure Keplerian orbit does
precess. Moreover, the total energy of the system depe
only on the value of the semi-major axis and not on that
the semi-minor axis. There exists, therefore, an infinity
possible orbits, all having the same energy and semi-m
axis, but having different values for the semi-minor ax
While the semi-major axis is independent of the angular m
mentum, the semi-minor axis is determined by the angu
momentum, so the energy is independent of the angular
mentum. This classical degeneracy is the result of the s
symmetry of the 1/r potential that causes the celebrated ‘‘a
cidental degeneracy’’ of the hydrogen atom, i.e., the indep
dence of the energy eigenvalues on the angular momen
quantum number,. This symmetry is different from the spa
tial symmetry that exists for any central potential. It is oft
referred to as a ‘‘dynamical symmetry.’’1 The spatial symme-
try causes the energy to be independent ofm, the quantum
number corresponding to thez-component of the angula
momentum.

Classically, the dynamical symmetry manifests itself as
additional constant of the motion, the Lenz vectorA, which
points along the major axis of the ellipse.2,3 This results in an
orbit that does not precess. Quantum mechanically,A corre-
sponds to an additional operatorÂ that commutes with the
HamiltonianĤ as shown by Pauli in his landmark paper.4 Of
course the magnitude of the angular momentum and eac
its components also commute withĤ for any central poten-
tial.

Although these consequences of the dynamical symm
of the 1/r potential are rarely discussed at the undergradu
level, they provide insight into a variety of classical a
quantum concepts. In this paper we will concentrate on
quantum mechanical consequences of the classical con
A. We will show that it is possible to derive a set of operato
consisting of components ofÂ that transform certain spher
cal hydrogen eigenstates into other spherical eigensta
Spherical eigenstates are those that result from separatio
the Schro¨dinger equation in spherical coordinates and
characterized by the quantum numbersn ~energy!, , ~angular
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momentum!, and m ~z-component of angular momentum!.
The dynamical symmetry also makes it possible to sepa
the Schro¨dinger equation using parabolic coordinates.5 We
also note that it is possible to take advantage of the dyna
cal symmetry to determine the energies of the hydrogen a
eigenstates using operator techniques alone.1,4

II. BACKGROUND

The spherical form of any vector may be defined in ter
of the Cartesian components. For the angular momentum
have

L̂65L̂x6 i L̂ y , L̂05L̂z . ~1!

The fact that theL̂6 change only the value ofm and nei-
ther, nor n when operating on a spherical eigenstate for a
central potential is a manifestation of the degeneracy ass
ated with the spatial symmetry of a central potential. Th
the L̂6 are ladder operators forany central potential. The
spherical form of the Lenz vector operator may be simila
defined as

Â65Âx6 iÂy Â05Âz . ~2!

It will be shown thatÂ6 andÂ0 ~henceforth referred to a
Âz) effect state-to-state changes in the, quantum number of
certain hydrogen atom spherical eigenfunctions,viz. states
for which umu5,. BecauseÂ6 and Âz change, without
changing the energy they reflect the accidental degenerac
the hydrogen atom in which the energy eigenvalues are
dependent of,. In this paper we will derive the properties o
Â6 andÂz and obtain the exact expressions for the actions
these operators on selected eigenstates without having t
sort to advanced concepts.6 The derivation will be carried ou
using formalism no more sophisticated than that used to
rive the properties ofL̂6 in most undergraduate quantu
mechanics courses. Additionally, it will be seen that, giv
the ,50 eigenfunction for a particularn, all eigenfunctions
for thatn can be obtained by judicious application of a com
bination of L̂6 , Â6 and Âz .

Using atomic units for which\515e5me , wheree is
the electronic charge andme the electronic mass, the Len
vector in classical mechanics is defined in atomic units a
1013p © 2004 American Association of Physics Teachers
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A5pÃL2 r̂ , ~3!

wherep is the linear momentum,L is the angular momen
tum, andr̂ is the unit vector in ther direction. The direction
of A, toward apocenter or pericenter, is a matter of cho
We elect the definition in Eq.~3!.2

The quantum mechanical operator corresponding toA
cannot be constructed by merely replacing each quan
with its corresponding quantum mechanical operator beca
the result is a non-Hermitian operator. Pauli4 recognized that
Â must be defined as

Â5 1
2@~ p̂ÃL̂ !2~ L̂Ãp̂!#2 r̂ . ~4!

Note that the quantum mechanical operators in the sq
brackets are not inverses of each other, i.e.,~p̂ÃL̂ !Þ2~L̂
Ãp̂!. It is easily shown thatÂ as defined in Eq.~4! is indeed
Hermitian. It can also be shown, but with considerably m
labor, thatbÂ,Ĥ c50.

It is shown in elementary quantum mechanics that the
tions of L̂6 on a spherical eigenfunction for any central p
tential, which we designate asun,m&C , cause the following
state-to-state conversions:

L̂6un,m&C5A~,7m!~,6m11!un,;~m61!&C , ~5!

where we have inserted a semi-colon between quantum n
bers in the ket on the right hand side for clarity. Equation~5!
is, of course, also valid for spherical hydrogen atom eig
functions since the Coulomb potential is a central potent

III. THE ACTION OF Â¿

For convenience, a number of relations between the v
ous operators to be used in this work are compiled in Tab
Some require lengthy algebraic manipulations, but the d
vation of all is straightforward. We investigate the action
Â1 on the spherical hydrogen eigenfunctionun,m&. We in-
dicate that this is a hydrogen eigenfunction by omitting
subscriptC that was used to designate an eigenfunction
an arbitrary central potential. Using the relations containe
Table I we find that

L̂z$Â1un,m&%5L̂z~Âx1 iÂy!un,m&

5Â1~ L̂z11!un,m&5~m11!$Â1un,m&%,

~6!

which shows that$Â1un,m&% is an eigenfunction ofL̂z with
eigenvalue (m11). Similarly

Table I. List of some relations involving the quantum mechanical opera
used in this work.e i jk is the Levi–Civita symbol defined as11 for an even
permutation of thei, j, k and21 for an odd permutation; it vanishes if tw
or three indices are the same.

L̂ "Â5Â"L̂50

(Â7)†5Âm

(Â7Âm)†5Â7Âm

bL̂ i ,L̂ j c5 i L̂ ke i jk

bL̂6 ,Âzc5mÂ7

bL̂ i ,Âj c5 iÂke i jk

bÂi ,Âj c522i L̂ kĤe i jk

Â252(L̂211)Ĥ11

Âz52
1
2(L̂2Â11Â2L̂1)2ÂzL̂z
1014 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 8, August 2004
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L̂2$Â1un,m&%

5~Â1L̂222ÂzL̂112Â112Â1L̂z!un,m&

5$,~,11!12~m11!%$Â1un,m&%

22ÂzA,~,11!2m~m11!un,;~m11!&. ~7!

Note that theun,m& are not eigenfunctions ofÂz , but if m
5, the term with Âz vanishes and thus$Â1un,,&% is an
eigenfunction ofL̂2 with eigenvalue

,~,11!12~,11!5~,11!~,12!. ~8!

Because$Â1un,,&% is an eigenfunction ofL̂2 and L̂z with
eigenvalues~,11!~,12! and (,11) respectively, we know
that

Â1un,,&5D,,
1 un;~,11!;~,11!&, ~9!

where D,,
1 is a constant that depends on,. This result is

stated in the textbook by Shankar,7 but the derivation there
employs tensor operators.

To complete the task it is necessary to evaluateD,,
1 . We

begin by following a procedure similar to that used to eva
ate the constants when finding the action ofL̂6 on the states
un,m&C . We consider the matrix element

^n,,uÂ2Â1un,,&5~D,,
1 !* D,,

1 , ~10!

where the factor (D,,
1 )* was obtained by operating to th

left with Â2 and noting that the Hermitian conjugate ofÂ2

is Â1 . We specify for convenience, and by analogy with t
assumption employed in theL̂6 construction, thatD,,

1 is
real. The operatorÂ2Â1 may be expanded giving

Â2Â15Â22Âz
212L̂zĤ

5~2L̂2Ĥ12Ĥ11!2Âz
212L̂zĤ. ~11!

Since theun,m& are eigenfunctions of all operators on th
right hand side exceptÂz we obtain

~D,,
1 !25H n22~,11!2

n2 J 2^n,,uÂz
2un,,&, ~12!

where we have used

L̂2un,,&5,~,11!un,,&, L̂zun,,&5,un,,&,

Ĥun,,&5S 2
1

2n2D un,,&. ~13!

To complete the evaluation ofD,,
1 we must determine the

matrix element̂ n,,uÂz
2un,,&. We operate onun,,& with

Âz , and using a result from Table I we find

Âzun,,&52@ 1
2L̂2Â12 1

2Â2L̂11ÂzL̂z#un,,&

52 1
2D,,

1 A2~,11!un~,11!,&2,Âzun,,&, ~14!

from which we obtain

Âzun,,&52
1

A2~,11!
D,,

1 un~,11!,&. ~15!

Thus, the matrix element^n,,uÂz
2un,,& is given by

rs
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^n,,uÂz
2un,,&5

~D,,
1 !2

2~,11!
. ~16!

Inserting Eq.~16! into Eq. ~12!, solving for (D,,
1 )2 and

taking the square root, we have

D,,
1 56

1

n
A2~,11!

~2,13!
@n22~,11!2#. ~17!

It is important to note that, although the operatorÂ2 was
present in our analysis of the action ofÂ1 on un,,&, the
only property ofÂ2 that was used was that it is the Herm
ian conjugate isÂ1 . The action ofÂ2 on an eigenfunction
was not needed. Also, becauseD,,

1 was obtained by taking
the square root of (D,,

1 )2, there is no information on the sig
of D,,

1 . In accordance with convention it is the minus si
that is retained.6

IV. THE ACTION OF ÂÀ

It is tempting to assume thatÂ2 acts as a lowering opera
tor on certain spherical eigenfunctions. In fact, for cert
state-to-state conversions it does lower thez-component of
the angular momentum, but it raises the total angular m
mentum to~,11!. In a manner identical to that employed fo
$Â1un,m&% we find that$Â2un,m&% is an eigenfunction of
L̂z with eigenvalue (m21). Again in an analogous way w
find that $Â2un,m&% is an eigenfunction ofL̂2 providedm
52,, but with eigenvalue~,11!~,12!. We conclude there-
fore that

Â2un;,;~2, !&5D,2,
2 un;~,11!;2~,11!&, ~18!

whereD,2,
2 is a constant. Using a procedure analogous

that employed to evaluateD,,
1 gives the magnitude ofD,2,

2 ;
determination of the sign requires additional work.6 The re-
sult is

D,2,
2 5

1

n
A2~,11!

~2,13!
@n22~,11!2#52D,,

1 . ~19!

V. SUMMARY

The properties of the relevant operators are summarize
Table II. It is interesting to contrast the actions ofL̂6 andL̂z

with those of Â6 and Âz . For any central potentialL̂6

Table II. The results of operations on the specified spherical eigenfunc
of the hydrogen atom.

Operation Result

L̂zun,m& mun,m&

L̂6un,m& A(,7m)(,6m11)un,;(m61)&
Âzun;,;(6,)& 1

n
A@n22~,11!2#

~2,13!
un;~,11!;~6, !&

Â1un,,&
2

1

n
A2~,11!

~2,13!
@n22~,11!2#un;~,11!;~,11!&

Â2un;,;(2,)& 1

n
A2~,11!

~2,13!
@n22~,11!2#un;~,11!;2~,11!&
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change only them quantum number, but neithern nor ,. This
is a consequence of the spatial symmetry that causes
degeneracy inm for any central potential.L̂z , of course, does
not changeany quantum numbers because the spheri
eigenfunctions are also eigenfunctions ofL̂z . ~Recall that the
spherical eigenfunctions are obtained using the mutu
commuting operatorsĤ, L̂2 andL̂z .) On the other hand,Â6

change both, andm. We note that in this paper we consid
the actions of theÂ6 on only eigenstates for whichumu
5,. In general, however, theÂ6 acting onun,m& produce
linear combinations ofun(,11)(m61)& and un(,21)(m
61)& as a consequence of the Wigner–Eckart theorem.

While L̂z can change neither, nor m, Âz changes, but not
m. Âz cannot changem becauseAz and Lz commute so
$Azun,m&% must be an eigenfunction ofLz with eigenvalue
m. This does not, however, precludeAz changing, ~also a
consequence of the Wigner–Eckart theorem!. The ability to
shift the angular momentum quantum number, using Lenz
vector operators in a manner analogous to the shift ofm that
can be accomplished for any central potential using ang
momentum operators is a manifestation of the ‘‘extra’’ sy
metry of the Coulomb/gravitational potential. This ext
symmetry leads to an additional operator, the Lenz vec
operator, that commutes with the Hamiltonian and accou
for the accidental degeneracy of the hydrogen atom.
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APPENDIX: SUGGESTED PROBLEMS

~1! Using the relations in Table I show that the commu
tor bL̂z ,Â2c52Â2 .

Solution:

bL̂z ,Â2c5 bL̂z ,Âxc2 i bL̂z ,Âyc
5 iÂy2 i $2 iÂx%52Âx1 iÂy52Â2 .

~2! ~a! Show that$Â2un,m&% is an eigenfunction ofL̂z

with eigenvalue (m21).
~b! Show that$Â2un,m&% is an eigenfunction ofL̂2 if and

only if m52, with eigenvalue~,11!~,12! thus proving
that the action of Â2 on un,;2,& is to lower the
z-component of angular momentum by one unit of angu
momentum while raising the total angular momentum by o
unit of angular momentum, i.e.,$Â2un,m&%5D,,

2 un;(,
11);2(,11)&.

Solution:
~a!

L̂z$Â2un,m&%5L̂z~Âx2 iÂy!un,m&

5ÂxL̂z2@Âx ,L̂z#2 i $ÂyL̂z2@ÂyL̂z#%.

Using Table I:

ns
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L̂z$Â2un,m&%5$ÂxL̂z1 iÂy2 i ~ÂyL̂z2 iÂx!%un,m&

5$~Âx2 iÂy!L̂z2~Âx2 iÂy!%un,m&

5Â2~ L̂z21!un,m&

5~m21!$Â2un,m&%.

~b!

L̂2$Â2un,m&%5L̂2~Âx2 iÂy!un,m&.

Using bX̂Ŷ,Ẑc5 bX̂,ẐcŶ1X̂bŶ,Ẑc and Table I we have

bL̂2,Âxc52 iÂzL̂y2 i L̂ yÂz1 iÂyL̂z1 i L̂ zÂy ,

bL̂2,Âyc5 iÂzL̂x1 i L̂ xÂz2 iÂxL̂z2 i L̂ zÂx .

Then bL̂2,Â2c5ÂzL̂21L̂2Âz2Â2L̂z2L̂zÂ2 .
Using the result of problem~1! we have

bL̂2,Â2c52ÂzL̂212Â222Â2L̂z .

So

L̂2$Â2un,m&%5~Â2L̂212ÂzL̂212Â2

22Â2L̂z!un,m&

5,~,11!Â2un,m&

12ÂzA~,1m!~,2m11!un;,;~m
1016 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 8, August 2004
21!&12~12m!$Â2un,m&%

5$,~,11!12~12m!%$Â2un,m&%

12ÂzA~,1m!~,2m11!un;,;~m

21!&.

So if m52, (m5,11 is not allowed! then L̂2$Â2un,;
2,&%5(,11)(,12)$Â2un,;2,&%.
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